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No real substance! Simply fluff! Sorry Ru - like you, gurl, but this is such a superficial little
pamphlet (I could hardly call this a book - books have more chemical!) I was extremely
disappointed in this buy - no real insight into Ru as a person beyond generic spiritual tips and
easy methods to pack a suitcase that you could read in virtually any mainstream travel mag. The
publication looks pretty, but honestly just seems like a quick way for Ru to profit from a
resurgence in recognition due to RPDR. I really like the confidence and insights Ru gives. I'll
have to fork out mega dollars for his out of printing autobiography cause this won't cut it. The
middle focused a whole lot on his experience and understanding of fashion, hair, constitute, and
excellent guidelines and information for budding drag queens.does Ru really consume this
little? Like, constantly? Do we really want to encourage even more eating disorders inside our
community? Rutastic!. Oh well..)I wish I could possess afforded his older autobiography, because
apparently that's way more in-depth a glance at his lifestyle. But this copy was included with
insane water damage in horrible condition! Fun, beautiful book. Ru's writing style is easy flowing
and because there's a lot of photography in the book, it was, for me, an instant read. I love his
podcast and listening to his interviews. He has a depth that is so unique in today's world. In this
reserve, Ru imparts his wisdom and shares guidelines for looking great. Good advice Many
thanks RuPaul. I also really liked looking at the photos. Cover Lady better Cover boy hunty, really
worth the read. Love Rupauls and her assistance as helpful information to a better life and
understanding of ourselves. Can use several ideas to influence my daily life. It's full of
encouragement and do it yourself techniques that produce you operate and say, "Yeah, I am
sufficient to be adored by someone, specifically myself."Rupaul gave me what I hadn't had in
years with this go through, encouragement and drive. Workin' It! Rock on together with your bad
self! Excellent read! We was surprised at how spiritual Ru is, but it makes a whole lot of feeling.
I'd hoped to have more of such insights and existence experiences and how he's chosen to deal
with stuff, but for the purchase price, the first few chapters and last chapter or two were
acceptable.. For me, it was cool to learn more about the lifestyle and honestly, I'd agree, being
truly a drag queen isn't for sissies, not just how he describes it. You better LOVE what you're
performing! wow!!! We am a big Ru enthusiast.! (In addition to the diet advice is rather
unscientific, and. It's inspirational and motivational. I'm in fact now interested in seeing what his
additional books could be about for this reason one. MAY I get an Amen? We admire RuPaul,
RuPaul’s drag race has taken me a whole lot of joy in some very trying situations. RuPaul’s Drag
U is certainly what referred me to this reserve, and frankly, Ru’s belief program is interesting;
filled with positivity, authenticity, and an effort to genuinely believe in oneself, it’s an advisable
read. Charlene Insightful and inspiring Been a RuPaul fan for years, throughly liked his
perspectives on style and personal self-confidence. That being said, knowing right now the
intricacies of what they go through, those Queens Function. The are some gems in here but for
the most part it's a pamphlet or magazine content, not a reserve. I got a lot out of it and looked
ahead to reading it every day. Appreciate you mama Ru, but this publication is all (fabulous)
images. Lots of pictures and huge type.. Most of us may struggle with insecurities and
challenges, and RuPaul shares around guidance which can be put on every path toward
individual truth, happiness, and contentment. A bit off-putting. Where else can we find out the
significance of mascara and taking allergy medicines on trips abroad! There are multiple insights
one can use if interested in beginning drag. Fun. Sorry Ru! This upbeat, enchanting guide is all it
purports to be! Loved it I thoroughly enjoyed this! Lifestyle for Every Diva Almost everywhere!
It’s still worth reading though. I really like RuPaul, I'm obsessed with RuPaul. LOVE Good vibes
from Ru! Great reading; Be careful, thoughts go, that much of that is targeted toward drag



performers therefore some of the materials wasn’t highly relevant to me. Thank you! An
engaging romp that provides you wardrobe essentials and food for thought!! Is always great for
a pick out me up individually and I don't take her chat as psychobabble so much as life
encounter and success that is humbly done right. :) Essential Reading! They should require all
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL English Classes read this essential book! I live this reserve! The book is
brief, as various other reviewers have said, but I really liked it. I purchased this book because of
my interest in Cross dressing. I am anxious to try a few of 'Her' suggestions. I found it good to
highlight some passages. My Charlene persona is going to possess a ball. My sole complaint, is
normally, that the reason of the components of drag-while interesting- had received more of an
launch than it had been. Ru goes into depth on her very own take of her profession, public
existence, and the life span style she espouses. Water damaged and empty of content material,
but fun. The book is so fun and full of pictures, very little content. I re-marketed this slender
volume of fluff to a local bookstore within days of getting it in the mail, honestly.! I browse the
entire publication last evening.. The best part is the message of like from Mama Ru. Excellent
Read! The Rules of Design & Ru Paul provides wonderful advice. Uplifting! Fun, but disjointed
This book definitely had all the flavor of Ru Paul's pearls of wisdom, but was quite disjointed.
There actually was no continuity to the chapters. It was a very quick browse, though and had fun
photos sprinkled throughout.
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